Dear Parent /Guardian
Hope everything is fine at your end and the same is herein with the
school. First term of your ward completed smoothly with the
co-operation of all associated with wisewoods.
Academic & Advanced Exams are a part of curriculum which was
conducted as per the calendar and marks SMS also were sent to your
registered mobile numbers.
We are conducting Detailed Assessment Exam to your ward in the
subjects English, Mathematics & Science. Reports of the test will be given
to you at the earliest.
We are glad to inform you that our wisewoods students are going to
take part in CBSE cluster games during the vacation.
As you are aware that the learning is endless and is a continuous
process, so to keep intact with our young minds(i.e. your wards) my
teachers have designed productive works in English, Mathematics, Science
and Social Science which have to be completed by the students and submit
to the concerned teacher on the re-opening day.
Many more new things are in the offing in future.
With Best Wishes.

SANJAY BHATIA

Principal
Vacation Work for Grade VII
Note:

Use only A4 sheets for writing information with borders, for each subject
separately.



Each student must use atleast 5 to 6 A4 sheets apart from Index page and
Conclusion page.

ENGLISH
Project – 1:
Read the given Introduction of a Story:
A long time ago, there was a huge apple tree. A little boy loved to play around it every day. He
climbed up to the tree top, ate some apples, and took a nap in its shade. He loved the tree and the
tree loved the boy
One day the boy, …
Now develop a moral story based on the introduction given above. Give it a suitable title and
write the moral. Draw or paste pictures suitable to your story.
Project – 2:
Write a news report about any particular incident that happens during your Dussehra vacation.
Eg : Title of the news.
Reporter Name
What, When, How, Consequences etc…
MATHEMATICS
Project – 1:
Collect information from the news paper about temperature of 7 days and draw a double bar graph
representing the data about the temperature.
Project – 2:
Make a project on types of lines (or) types of angles by using match sticks or ear buds etc.
SCIENCE
Project – 1:
Collect interesting information about the Indian Meteorological Department and write the uses of
hydrometer and hygrometer in your work sheet.
 Visit its website http://www.ind.gov.in (if possible).
Project – 2:
Collect articles and photographs from newspapers and magazines about storms and cyclones.
Present useful information in your worksheet.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Project – 1:
Collect the information about any ten countries in the world referring the following aspect.
Name of the country
Its independence
Capital
Prime minister (or) President
National song (or) Anthem
Official Language
Official symbol
Currency or Rupee
Flag
Other official information such as National
game, Flower, Fruit, Tree, Animal, Bird,
Aquatic animal, Legislature like Parliament
If any historical or Tourist places if any
Project – 2:
What is a volcanic eruption? Identify the causes for the volcanic eruptions and mention
advantages and disadvantages of volcanic eruptions. What is the role of the Government during
that time. Present interesting facts and paste related pictures.

